


Migration waves and our open door policy  towards migration
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TReasons for migrating, reasons to promote migration

● Climate related
● Economically induced
● Politically triggered

Why people move ?

● Improve productivity
● Increase innovation
● Wealth growth

Why cities thrive on migration?



TBA: a great city to live in

World class cultural 
enviroment

Livable, safe and diverse 
city

Walkable and climatically 
engaged city



TBA: a great city to study and work

International students boost 
visitors economy

World class public and 
private universities



Building a resilient approach towards Venezuela´s humanitarian and migration crisis 



Migrant profile: talented and highly skilled

Venezuelans highests 
educational degree consigned 

when arriving at customs  
(DNM 2019)

Highest educational 
degree acquires in people 
over 20 years old for city of 
buenos aires (GCBA 2010)
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Late work inclusion:  migrants take 
over a year to achieve a working 
position according to their skills

TE

+40% unemployed during the first 
three months

+70% of  workers of delivery 
platforms come from Venezuela
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Buenos Aires
Resiliente

Why approach migrations from a resilience perspective?

RESILIENCE
APPROACH

TRADITIONAL
PLANNING+ Buenos Aires

Resiliente

- social 
cohesion

EXTRAORDINARY
PRESSURE ON

     CITY SERVICES           

Existing 
devices for 

the approach
+ vulnerability of 

the migrant 
population+ flow of 

people 
entering 
the city

Informal 
coordination 

between Areas Enhance the advantages and 
assets that migration brings

Anticipate future shocks and 
stresses, preparing the City

New devices to tackle complex 
problems

Formalized coordination that 
guarantees a transversal approach
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KPIsintegration

Fuente: WEF. octubre 2017

Intolerance
low

Segregation Marginalization

Productivity         
increase

Equal 
access to city’s      
services

Talent and 
opportunities

Participation and
Engagement

Perception
Social Cohesion

Stakeholder engagement
City Planning

Political Leadership


